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Safe communication in critical operations with stashcat® on Hytera's Multimode radios will be presented at PMRExpo 2019
stashcat GmbH will be a guest at this year's
PMRExpo from 26th to 28th November in Cologne
at the booth of cooperation partner Hytera. "By
working together with Hytera, we are combining
the best of both worlds: Professional mobile
radios paired with functional messaging. Due to
Hytera's years of experience in the field of radio
systems, we decided to integrate our messenger
solution into the Multi-mode radios," explains
Christopher Bick, CEO of stashcat GmbH.
Established solution: The high secure messenger made in germany has been made available free of
charge for up to 10 users this year. The secure WhatsApp alternative is already an integral part of
corporate, operational and planning communications for police forces in Lower Saxony and Hesse, as
well as numerous other companies and authorities.
Guaranteed data sovereignty, the possibility to send people descriptions by photo, the direct
communication in large operations via channel or the simple, very precise transmission of locations are
only a few of the advantages which are used by the police of Lower Saxony with great enthusiasm.
stashcat® has proven itself as a secure basic technology here, fulfills all given legal and content-related
requirements for data protection and data security.
"The Hytera LTE Multi-mode radios combined with the stashcat messenger are the perfect package for
practical use. This enables us to respond to the real needs of security organizations, large industrial
and utility companies and public transport companies in particular," says Marvin Gradtke, Sales
Manager at Hytera Mobilfunk.
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About the technology: "stashcat has been on the market since 2013. In the first few years, we
successfully placed the messenger in the educational market. We have been equipping police
authorities since 2016. stashcat combines messaging and file storage with each other - as easily as
WhatsApp and co. But with significantly more security and many more functions. Because stashcat is
end-to-end encrypted and can be operated on customer systems, for example integrated into a police
network. Our customers want to communicate with each other quickly and securely, which is why we
develop stashcat exclusively in-house in Germany to ensure a high standard. [...]" - Christopher Bick,
CEO stashcat GmbH.
All information and the free online registration can be found at www.stashcat.com/en. Visit us
from 26th to 28th November at the PMRExpo in Cologne in Hall 10 Stand B02.

About stashcat GmbH
stashcat GmbH is the market leader for highsecure messaging. It is addressed to corporations as well
as public authorities and covers the need for confidential communication and data exchange. Thereby,
our solution combines the functionalities of well-known messengers and cloud applications, for
instance WhatsApp and Dropbox. Hosted in our German datacentre in accordance with the Federal
Data Protection Act (Germany) or alternatively on premise. stashcat® has further features such as a
mobile number independent contact database with LDAP interface, a real end-to-end encryption and
georeferencing. All portable and static terminals (PC, MAC, Notebook) are supported. Furthermore,
stashcat® can also be operated and branded as an own app.
Additional information is available at https://www.stashcat.com/en

About Hytera Mobilfunk GmbH
Hytera Mobilfunk GmbH is a German provider of solutions and products for Professional Mobile Radio
(PMR). A specialist in mobile communications technology, the company has been a pioneer in
professional mobile communications for nearly 40 years and is one of the world's most recognised
developers of TETRA standard solutions for digital mission-critical communications.
Hytera Mobilfunk is a member of the Hytera Communications Group, which operates globally and
employs more than 9,000 people across every continent. Hytera is one of the world's leading
manufacturers of high-quality TETRA, DMR, LTE and analog radio systems and devices. As a full-service
supplier, the company offers tailor-made communications solutions worldwide for small businesses as
well as for nationwide applications.
Additional information is available at https://www.hytera-mobilfunk.com/en/
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